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Chapter 2

Structural Investigation of MAO Using Transmission Electron
Microscopy

This chapters contains the first transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study on MAO. Images of
differently aged MAO samples are presented and analyzed. Size comparison, cryo-TEM, EDX, and
decomposition studies of the samples provide insight into the structural nature of the large MAO
particles. Their highly aggregated nature suggests a common particle sintering growing mechanism.
This mechanism could explain the dramatic change in structure, average molecular weight, and activity
of MAO solutions over time.

This chapter is based on the results published in:
H. S. Zijlstra, M. C. A. Stuart, S. Harder, Macromolecules 2015, 48, 5116-5119.
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2.1 Introduction
MAO is produced by the partial hydrolysis of Me3Al (see Chapter 1). This gives a mixture of different
MAO oligomers and unreacted Me3Al that are in a state of dynamic equilibrium. This already complex
mixture varies over time and with temperature. Aging can change the composition of the MAO
solutions and cause problems with reproducibility. It is well-known that a gel starts to form in the MAO
solution upon standing at room temperature for several months. Furthermore, the stability strongly
depends on its concentration. All of these factors together give for a highly variable composition and
difficult to study material.
Over the past decades, many solution-based studies have been carried out to solve MAO’s structural
mysteries.1 Its average composition, (Me1.4-1.5AlO0.75-0.80)n,2 has been established and several
characteristics, such as the coordination number of Al (mainly four) and O (three),3,4 average molecular
weight (Mw, 1200-1800 g/mol), and cluster size (n = 20-30),5 are generally agreed upon. On the basis
of these findings and other reported well-defined alumoxanes,6 several different structures (e.g. those
containing polymeric, cyclic, and ribbon- or cage-like motifs) have been proposed for MAO (see
Chapter 1).1
Despite these numerous structural investigations into the soluble fraction of MAO, limited attention
has been given to the insoluble part. This gel is thought to be a highly cross-linked polymer, formed
through the self-condensation of different MAO oligomers (Scheme 2.1).7-9 This condensation most
likely includes both reversible (e.g. inter chain Al···O interactions)7,8 and nonreversible processes
involving the release of CH4.9 Even though this gel is still a mildly active cocatalyst, almost all studies in
the current literature have solely focused on the soluble part of MAO.

Scheme 2.1 a) Chemical irreversible self-condensation of MAO clusters;b) physical reversible selfcondensation of MAO clusters.
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Out of the few studies that acknowledge the possible large and poorly soluble MAO clusters the small
angle neutron scattering (SANS) investigations by Stellbrink et al. are the most noteworthy.9,10 They
investigated nonhydrolytically (see Chapter 1) prepared MAO solutions by using SANS, static and
dynamic light scattering techniques.9 They found that the majority of MAO aggregates in their samples
consisted of long linear polymers with a Mw of up to 20000 g/mol; indicating an average degree of
polymerization of about 310 and a radius of gyration of approximately 46 Å. The small remaining
fraction of MAO was found to be consistent with larger particles (R ≥ 1000 Å) whose exact size could
not be determined with light scattering. Interestingly, elemental analysis showed these large clusters
to have a significantly higher Al:O ratio than the polymeric species (1:1.28 vs. 1:1). Based on these
findings, they concluded the clusters to be structural intermediated between MAO and Al2O3. It should
be noted that nonhydrolytically produced form of MAO was used for this study and that the samples
were heated at 50°C under vacuum to ensure removal of any remaining Me3Al. Both the preparation
route and the pretreatment influence the final composition and can explain the high Al:O ratio in the
final product (1:1 vs. 0.75:1 for regular MAO). This increase in Al:O ratio could possibly also affect the
structure of MAO. Follow up studies on hydrolytically produced MAO indeed showed different
results.10 Using a diluted solution of MAO in toluene they found the radius of gyration of regular Me3Al
rich MAO to be around 9 Å. This value is significantly smaller than the 46 Å reported for the Me3Al
depleted MAO. These values fit reasonably well with those obtained using diffusion NMR
techniques.2,5b,10 The estimated Mw of these clusters was found to be approximately 1800 g/mol which
gives for an average of 30 Al centers per MAO aggregate. The obtained SANS data also allowed for
estimation of average number of Me3Al molecules bound to one MAO polymer. They found that on
average there is 0.78 molecule of Me3Al coordinated to the MAO aggregate. This lead them to
speculate that there is only one site per MAO aggregate which can interact with Me3Al and thus might
be responsible for catalyst activation. These findings fit nicely with earlier reported EPR studies, which
also indicates approximately one Lewis acidic site per MAO oligomer.11 Although these SANS studies
on hydrolytically and nonhydrolytically prepared MAO suggest the existence of large particles, we are
not aware of any microscopy based studies on MAO. Such investigations could provide information
about the true nature and composition of large particles and could yield insights into the gelling
process of MAO that is observed over time.
Transmission election microscopy (TEM)
If adapted carefully, TEM could be a potential way to visually investigate these larger MAO particles.
TEM operates on the same basic principles as a normal, light microscope but uses electrons instead of
light and magnets instead of mirrors (Figure 2.1).12 The wavelength of electrons is much shorter than
that of light, which allows for the possibility to use much higher magnifications. Using this technique,
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objects on the order of a few Å can be seen. This magnification should allow for a detailed observation
of the large MAO particles which most likely represent the gels or precursors thereof.

Figure 2.1 Working principles of a TEM.12
In this chapter, an adapted TEM setup that allows for the observation and studying of highly volatile
and sensitive MAO mixtures will be discussed. This allows for an in-depth investigation into the nature,
size, and dispersion of the larger MAO particles in differently aged samples. To ensure intactness of
the MAO samples, air exposed images will be discussed and compared to the non-air exposed images.
Additionally, Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis of the observed particles will be presented.

2.2 Results and Discussion
Sample preparation and handling
Because of its extremely high sensitivity toward air and moisture, great precautions need to be taken
when handling MAO solutions. To avoid oxidation, all samples were prepared inside a glovebox under
inert atmosphere and only thoroughly dried solvents and apparatuses were used. Stock solutions of
MAO were dropped onto the copper TEM grids and blotted dry (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Schematic overview of the sample preparation.
After preparation, the samples were put in air tight sealed polypropylene test tubes and kept in liquid
nitrogen. They were then transferred to the TEM, loaded, and measured under cryo-TEM conditions.
Care should be taken at all points during preparation and transportation, as even slight contamination
with air will result in sample decomposition.
TEM analysis of old MAO
As MAO particles increase in size over time, the initial experiments were carried out with aged MAO
(Crompton, 5 years old) to have large, clearly visible particles. After fine-tuning the experimental setup,
TEM images were obtained that showed regular aggregates. The primary particles appeared to be
spherical and formed fractal aggregates through particle sintering in a pearl-chain-like motif which
contained multiple side branches (Figure 2.3 a and b).
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Figure 2.3 TEM images of aged MAO samples.
Because MAO is, in essence, nothing more than partially hydrolyzed Me3Al, the similarities between
the obtained images and those reported for other partially combusted materials, such as soot and
aerosols, can be expected. This also supports the idea that we are seeing MAO and not its
decomposition products. In addition, EDX analysis of the samples showed the presence of Al, O, and C
(Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4 EDX analysis of old MAO (normalized elemental values in wt. %).
From the image above, it can be seen that the particles with a higher material density have significantly
higher oxygen ratios (spectrum 1 and 3), whereas the values obtained from the smaller particles show
significantly higher C ratios (spectrum 2 and 4). The average composition of all spectra is Me3.76AlO3.25,
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which is much higher than the values reported from solution studies (Me1.4-1.5AlO0.75-0.80).2,5,10 Because
of the varying particle density and possibility of trace amounts of oxygen and carbon on the carrier, it
is difficult to make a realistic estimate of the sample composition as both the C and O values will be
overestimated. When, however, the average of the large and dense particles (spectrum 1 and 3) and
the smaller background material (spectrum 2 and 4) is taken into account, a clear difference in the Al:O
ratios between the two types can be seen. The dense particles have an Al:O ratio of 1:3.93 whereas
the smaller particles have a ratio of 1:2.48. This variation indicates that the larger particles represent
higher oxidized alumoxanes. This is in line with the observations from Stellbrink et al. for nonhydrolytically prepared MAO (vide supra).9
The highly aggregated MAO particles observed seem to be indicative of the cross-linked gels (or
precursors thereof) which have been proposed by others.1,7-9 Higher magnification allows for the ability
to obtain close-up images that can be analyzed in a straightforward manner to estimate the primary
particle size. Doing so gives for an average radius of 44 nm (Figure 2.5).13 This value is much higher than
the 1-2 nm observed using solution-based techniques and the 4-5 nm observed by light scattering.5,9,10

Figure 2.5 Magnified TEM image of aged MAO and accompanying size distribution diagram for the
primary spherical particles.
It is well-known that particles coalescing in a random fashion form such aggregates and similar
structural motifs have been observed for partially combusted materials such as aerosols and diesel
soot.14-16 On the basis of these observations, it can be postulated that the larger MAO particles are
formed by the extensive self-aggregation of smaller primary particles (Scheme 2.2). The aggregation
process is likely to be continuous and is believed to occur in a repetitive fashion. This could explain the
progressive increase in Mw which eventually results in the formation of insoluble polymeric gels.
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Scheme 2.2 Self-aggregation of smaller primary particles into larger secondary particles and repetition
thereof.
TEM analysis of new MAO
To further study the formation of these aggregates, we performed similar experiments as previously
described with a batch of fresh MAO (Chemtura, 6-months-old). If the size of MAO clusters increases
over time, a shorter time span between the synthesis and measurement should give for smaller
particles. As expected, the background in the TEM images of fresh MAO showed particles with a similar
pearl-chain-like structure, but smaller size (Figure 2.6). Size analysis of the particles indicated radii in
the range of 8 to 16 nm which is about one-third of the diameter observed for the old MAO, clearly
indicating an increase in size with age. This supports the idea that the larger, gel-like species in MAO
solutions consist of highly cross-linked aggregates that are formed by the repetitive aggregation of
smaller particles into bigger particles.

Figure 2.6 TEM image of fresh MAO.
Due to the high sensitivity of MAO to air, it is almost impossible to completely prevent partial
decomposition. The larger high-density spots (100-1000 nm) in Figure 2.6 represent higher oxidized
material. This is supported by EDX analysis of the sample, which shows significantly higher O:Al ratios
for the spectra taken from the dense, large particles (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7 EDX analysis of new MAO (normalized elemental values in wt. %).
The average composition of the new MAO samples was found to be Me2.60AlO3.52, which was lower in
C content (2.60 vs. 3.76) and comparable in O content (3.52 vs. 3.76) than the old samples. The Al:O
ratios of the background spectra 1a and 2b were, on average, 1:2 which is lower than those observed
for the old MAO spectra (1:2.48). These values potentially show that the old MAO is further oxidized
than the newer samples. This is again in agreement with the earlier proposed self-aggregation of small
MAO particles which release CH4, therefore becoming lower in C content, in order to form larger
clusters. As it is not possible to accurately and consistently estimate the amount of C and O that come
from the carrier and the background, no concrete estimates can be made and these results are just
indications of possible trends.
cryo-TEM analysis of MAO
The MAO images discussed so far have all been obtained by drying diluted MAO solutions onto a
copper grid. This preparation method is commonly used but the drying process could influence the
structure of MAO as compared to that in solution (e.g. aggregation through increased concentration
upon drying). In order to investigate whether the chain-like structures are formed upon drying or
already exist in MAO solution we were interested in cryo-TEM studies on frozen solutions of MAO in
toluene.17 In this method takes a droplet of the sample solution is taken and deposited on a copper
grid. The grid is then immediate dropped into a cooled solution (liquid nitrogen or liquid ethane) so
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that the sample is frozen in solution (Figure 2.8). The frozen sample is then transferred to the machine
in a liquid nitrogen environment and measured under cryo settings.

Figure 2.8 Schematic set up of cryo-TEM preparation apparatus.18
This technique allows for the visualization of the material as it is found in solution. When applied to
MAO, it should provide insight into the particle structure and distribution when dispersed in toluene.
The only disadvantage of this technique is that the sample deposition is done under a normal
atmosphere. As MAO is highly air sensitive, the sample preparation procedure has to be altered to
allow for clear images. In an attempt to prevent air contamination, the preparation chamber was
purged with nitrogen for 15 minutes prior to the preparation of the sample. The MAO was then
deposited on the copper grid while in a stream of nitrogen and immediately submerged in a liquid
nitrogen bath. Despite great precautions, the sample insertion cannot be done under perfect inert
conditions and that is why images are blurred by gas bubbles (presumably CH4 formed by accidental
hydrolysis). One can, however, recognize sphere-like primary particles and cluster/chains thereof
(Figure 2.9). This means that pearl-chain structures already exist in solution and are not only due to
drying.
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Figure 2.9 Cryo-TEM images of MAO.
Decomposition studies
In order to further confirm intactness of the smaller pearl-chain-like particles, TEM images of MAO
solutions that had been deliberately exposed to air were taken (Figure 2.10). The images show a
completely homogeneous back and contain only large, irregular clusters (circa 10 m), which consist
of particles with clear crystal faces. We presume this is Al2O3 but we were not able to measure clear
diffraction patterns of this semi-crystalline material. Attempted elemental analysis of this crystalline
material did not provide any insights into its composition as both C and O from the carrier were also
detected making it impossible to determine the composition of this material.
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Figure 2.10 TEM images of air exposed MAO samples: showing transformation of the original pearlchain structure into larger aggregates consisting of crystalline material (most likely Al2O3).

2.3 Conclusions and outlook
A TEM investigation on different MAO mixtures has been performed. Through the means of an adapted
cryo-TEM set-up, it has been possible to observe the highly sensitive MAO mixture without significant
decomposition. Images obtained from both old and new samples showed similar fractal aggregates
with differential particle size. This allowed the larger, gel-like particles to be visually observed and
analyzed for the first time. The highly aggregated pattern indicated a cross-linked polymer, which
consisted of spherical primary particles, linked in a pearl-chain-like motif. This core structure remains
intact through the aging process while the size of the particles increases.
Cryo-TEM studies indicated that these particles exist as individual aggregates in solution. This suggests
that the samples aggregate upon the evaporation of the solvent to form the pearl-like aggregates. This
process supports the growing pathway proposed in Scheme 2.2. In order to further exclude that the
observed particles result from sample decomposition, air-exposed samples were also investigated. The
images showed the transformation of the chain-like structures into semi-crystalline larger particles,
which are likely Al2O3. Thus, it can be concluded that the gelling that is often observed in MAO solutions
is caused by the formation of pearl-chain-like aggregates that grows larger over time through the
process of self-aggregation.
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2.4 Experimental Section
General considerations
MAO was obtained as a 10% solution in toluene from Crompton (2007) and Chemtura (2012), stored
at room temperature inside the glovebox. Toluene (p. a. ≥99.7% from Sigma Aldrich) was degassed
using N2 and dried over activated aluminum oxide. All other glassware and materials were oven dried
and stored inside a glovebox before use to ensure proper dryness. Samples were observed using a FEI
Tecnai 20 transmission electron microscope operating at 200 keV. A gatan model 626 cryo-stage was
used for the observation under inert conditions. Elemental analysis was performed with an Oxford
Instruments Tmax 80T SDD detector. Images were recorded on a slow scan CCD camera.

2.4.1 Sample Preparation
Inside the glovebox, the original 10 weight % MAO solution was diluted with dry toluene to 1%. The
1% solution of MAO in toluene was carefully deposited on a carbon coated 400 mesh copper TEM grid
using a micropipette. The grid was blotted dry with pre-dried filter paper and left in the box to allow
complete evaporation of the solvent. The sample was then placed in a grid holder and sealed in an air
tight vessel. Upon transferring the vessel out of the glovebox, the grid holder containing the grid was
carefully dropped in a bath of liquid nitrogen and transferred to the microscope. From there it was
placed in the pre-cooled cryo-stage and transferred into the microscope with the anti-contamination
shield closed. The complete loading was under nitrogen condition.
Cryo-TEM preparations were carried out using a nitrogen flushed FEI vitrobox. Samples were taken
outside the glovebox and deposited on the grid which was then directly submerged into liquid
nitrogen, frozen, and placed in the pre-cooled cryo-stage and transferred into the microscope with the
anti-contamination shield closed
Air exposed samples were prepared by briefly exposing MAO solutions to oxygen and moisture under
non-inert conditions. The solutions were then quickly deposited on the copper TEM grids and prepared
as described above.
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